Abstract-This article illustrates modeling of flexible neural networks for handwritten signatures preprocessing. An input signature is interpolated to adjust inclination angle, than descriptor vector is composed. This information is preprocessed in proposed flexible neural network architecture, in which some neurons are becoming crucial for recognition and adapt to classification purposes. Experimental research results are compared in benchmark tests with classic approach to discuss efficiency of proposed solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern analysis and classification methods are useful techniques of Computational Intelligence (CI) with various applications. One of them is classification of handwritten texts so important for identity control systems present i.e. financial institutions, branch institutions and other structures with remote documents verification systems. Efficient methods of knowledge aggregation and retrieval must be applied in distributed systems, where input data is processed on remote unit to verify if the input signature match the pattern. Various methods of CI help i.e. in case of missing or incomplete data [1] , [2] and authorship semantical identification [3] . Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques can be applied in prescription processing [4] and robot instructions composition from natural behavior [5] . Neural Networks (NN) are structures that can be efficiently applied in these types of systems because of ability to generalize knowledge for creative systems [6] and variety of developed architectures with new abilities for multi agent systems [7] , more efficient memory [8] and other applications [9] .
A. Related Works
Rapid technological development makes that technology encountered at every step in our lives. Consequently, the quality of security in the protection of digital data must increase in order not only to ensure that our data is safe, but our identity as well. Identity verification can be done by specific information about the person or verifications of certain features. The best feature set is our physiological side, for example, fingerprints, which are unique to each individual. Fingerprint sensors operate on the principle of finding certain curves and the local characteristics, as shown in [10] and [11] . In a similar way, the verification based on the iris of the eye works -local characteristics and its shape are analyzed.
Fingerprints and iris of the eye are only two methods, which are quite rare due to numerous drawbacks -technological and financial. Much simpler and more popular method of verification is a signature, which is used by everyone. In banking, the signature is required in every document as proof of its validity. Courier companies and post offices use electronic or manual signature as a form of acknowledgment of receipt of the package or letter. In the past few years, with all the known methods of verification, signature verification is gaining the most popularity.
The verification of the signature is divided into two groups: off-line and on-line. The first group is a signature verification on the basis of the relevant pictures or scan of the document. In this reasoning, any noise is removed and the curve representing the signature is analyzed. Such methods allow to study graphology or confirm the validity of the signature after some time. Such methods rely on finding and comparing the specific characteristics of the curve, for example, rounding or distortion [12] . The second group are on-line signatures, signatures executed at the time of analysis. In addition to the analysis of the curve and its features, other features are taken into account, such as pen pressure, its angle of inclination, typing speed, or even the time between lifting the pen. Methods of extracting data from the signature performed alive are many and most of them are constantly improved in order to increase precision. One such method is the use of a vertical partitioning curve [13] or length normalization by using up-sampling and downsampling [14] . Another approach is shown in [15] , where the extraction of features based on gray level, the size and radian of signatures, and in [16] the authors introduced the use of a statistical approach to the subject. Extracted features from the signature must be processed by a classifier for the purpose of recognition.
The most commonly used classifiers among others are statistical analysis and neural networks. In [17] the idea of saving the features of the signature as a vector for training neural networks is shown, again in [18] the use of probabilistic neural networks in conjunction with the hybrid methods of discrete random transform, principal component analysis has been described and tested. A major problem in the application of neural networks is the number of samples -the network is more precise the more samples are used in the training process. The situation when the boss asks his employees to create hundreds of signatures is unimaginable. For the purposes of the implementation of the application with neural network, it is necessary to generate artificial samples. This process should create samples different from each other, but preserving as much as possible features of a signature. The possibility of identity verification based on synthetically generated static data is presented in [19] . Another method is the possibility of creating samples using a heuristic algorithm [20] . One more important aspect for NN is training process, where motivation can boost NN for faster adaptation [21] and [22] . For the purpose of reducing the time to learn a new neural network architectures are created like self adapting which enable stable man-machine interactions [23] , [24] . An alternative to neural networks is the use of dynamic analysis of the signature [25] or local stability analysis [26] .
In this work, we present an alternative method for more flexible verification of existing samples. For this purpose we propose a flexible architecture of the neural network as a classifier of samples created by using interpolation method to simplify the curve representing the signature.
II. HANDWRITTEN CURVE TRANSFORMATION
User signature verification is a complex problem. We all have different handwriting style. Moreover the signature can be deformed if we sign in a hurry or for some reasons twitch. In electronic systems users are signing within provided space where location or rotation of the input curve can cause some problems to DSS. However user should be able to write freely and developed solution shall be responsible to recognize input curve properly and if necessary cut, rotate and resize it for recognition purposes. In proposed solution we are transforming signature curve from 530 × 270 pixels input into 40×15 pixels processed objects. We can define transformation as an interpolation between input and processed object, where handwritten curve becomes interpolated.
In a first step input curve (the signature) is simplified by determining average points -in each vertical row. Points are found and for each coordinate arithmetic mean is calculated. In the second step, all points are interpolated by Chebyshev method.
A. Chebyshev Method
Transformation of input signature into simplified object uses recursively created Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind
For the benchmark tests we used first five polynomials:
where discrete input coefficients c j are calculated according to
This transforms input signature into 40 × 15 pixels object forwarded to adjustable neural network.
III. FLEXIBLE NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Flexible neural network architecture is composed with assumption that some of the neurons are more important for classification purposes. Therefore these units shall be given a priority in recognition. For this reason we have introduced an impact factor that is assigned to each unit. On the network we process transformed objects that are composed of n = 40 × 15 pixels assigned to each of network input. This is represented in a matrix IM n−2×n where impact coefficients are
Impact of classification for each unit is calculated according to
where
and
Each of the classification impact factors Im
max ) is measured as statistical distribution spread of points in input object, where we measure it for upper and lower values of each signature. This is stored as a matrix
presented for NN in training process as additional knowledge about each user. The input signal to the neuron n is multiplied by σ 
where w i is the weight on the connection between neurons i and n, x i is the output value from neuron i, and f is the activation function.
A. Training Process
Flexible neural network structure is trained to recognize the interpolated signatures. Algorithm 1 presents training operations. Adaptive neural network learns decreasing recognition error. In the training process we measure it for the output according to
and for neurons in hidden layers
These values are applied to update weights for each i-th input
Algorithm Propagating inputs into forward 6: for all layers do 7: for all neurons do 8: Calculate the sum of the weights entering to the neuron 9: Add threshold value to calculated sum 10: Calculate the activation function for the neuron 11: Calculate impact value 12: end for 13: Backward error propagation 14: for all neuron in output layer do 15: Calculate global error 16: for all neuron in output layer do Fig. 2 ) we implemented transformation using Chebyshev polynomials. Results were divided into training set (75% of signatures) and verification set (25% of signatures). Classical approach without impact coefficients and adaptive architecture (according to Algorithm 1) were trained to rec-ognize signatures. Sigmoid function was set as the activation function, a threshold value was initiated as 0.3 and the learning coefficient was 0.4.
The training process of the neural network is shown in Fig.  3 . Training of the proposed network architecture is almost always smoothly minimized in contrast to the classical network where drastic jumps occur by increasing the value of the error. Moreover, both the networks were trained to obtain an error equal to 0.1. For flexible network that error was obtained for 1000 iteration, and for classical network, obtaining such an error was possible in the billionth iteration. For such a trained neural networks, their effectiveness has been tested by obtaining a result of the network for each of verification sample. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we present results of sample tests for two implemented neural architecture. Fig. 4 presents verification over 30 randomly selected signatures from verification set by the use of classic neural network approach without flexibility coefficient. Fig. 5 presents sample classification result over 30 randomly selected signatures by the use of proposed flexible architecture. In the presented benchmark tests classic approach has given a correct classification at the level of about 65%, while proposed flexible approach has given correct classification at the level of about 85%. This means the application of flexibility coefficient improves training process and therefore enables neural network to classify input signatures about 20% better. The averaged results of the validation are presented in Table  I . Based on the obtained results, the average efficiency of classical network amounted to 58.25% and flexible network to 89.75%. In Fig. 6 , the effectiveness of verification for specific samples for flexible neural network is shown. 
A. Conclusions
In user verification systems various devices have different input appliance and resolution. Moreover we can expect different languages and various handwriting styles. Therefore applied solution must be efficient enough to distinguish real signatures among fake ones. Since human signature is mathematically a continuous or broken curve we can apply mathematic method to transform it. For this reason we have proposed transformation technique that interpolates input signature into tailored object for flexible neural network DSS. Proposed neural network structure adapts in training process to recognition purposes by giving some of the neurons higher importance factors. These units are therefore deciding on the authentication of the input signature.
Proposed architecture has shown higher precision in performed benchmark tests, where in comparison to classic approach we achieved 17% increase in precision for original signature and 26% for fake signatures. Introduction of impact coefficients influenced training process by helping on faster convergence to set error value. Therefore presented experimental research results show that proposed solution can be efficiently introduced to user verification systems based on signature processing. For further work we plan to introduce fuzzy measures of importance instead of factors. These will lead to more flexible recognition that will adapt to different signatures with better accuracy.
V. FINAL REMARKS
Efficient methods of user verification are necessary in growing digitalization of various aspects of everyday life as well as new issues in offices and agencies. Parallel to new technology that is giving new possibilities a need for new and improved methods and algorithms is visible. Therefore in this article we proposed new approach to develop flexible constructions of neural networks that can assist in validation purposes. Proposed structure is assuming flexibility to classified inputs in assigning coefficients to neural units. Therefore some of them are becoming more important and gain priority in decision making. This is very useful in situations where some parts of the data are more important than the others. In the presented examples where some parts of the signatures are not possible to fake, therefore proposed classifier takes advantage of the flexible construction to make classification of these parts a crucial for final decision.
